Come hear our Spring 2020 Melikian Undergraduate Fellows present on the research projects they have been working on with faculty mentors all semester! These short presentations — on research that ranges from Russian paramilitary group members’ online activities to a book project on Slavic languages — will both give us insights into the research process and the opportunity to celebrate our Fellows’ accomplishments.

Undergraduate Fellow - Faculty Advisor - Project
* Elena Boyd - Adriana Qubaiova - Russia’s Role in Post-War Reconstruction in Syria
* Spencer Erjavic - Laurie Manchester - From China to the U.S.S.R.: The Return of the “True” Russians
* Collin Frank & Noah Pensak - Candace Rondeaux - Gerasimov’s Ghosts: Russia & Modern Proxy Warfare
* Jamie Horowitz - Hilde Hoogenboom - The Effects of Russian Disinformation on Colombian and Latvian Democracies
* McKenna Kellar - Danko Sipka - Geography of Words

April 23, 2020 | 2:00 PM | https://asu.zoom.us/j/93159647496
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